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1 INTRODUCTION 

For many organisations, there is an increasing pressure to do more with less (COBIT 5®: 
Stakeholder Needs: Benefits Realisation, Risk Optimisation and Resource Optimisation1). As an 
example; The NASA established IT Portfolio Management to tackle the following challenges in 
their yearly budgeting process2:  

 

• Demonstrate sound analysis and prioritization of IT projects before taxpayers’ dollars are 
committed. 

• Establish credibility within the Agency and clarify to staff how funding was allocated and 
what went into decisions. 

• Improve morale within this new IT organization and overcome barriers of acceptance. 

 

CIO.gov, the website of the U.S. Chief Information Officer and the Federal CIO Councel, 
mentions the following3:  

 

The stove-piped and complex nature of the Federal enterprise has led over the years to a 
proliferation of duplicative and low priority investments in information technology (IT). 
At the same time, agencies too often seek to develop homegrown, proprietary solutions 
first, before assessing existing options for shared services or components. The Federal 
Government must have the overarching goal of innovating with less as it pertains to 
technology. In order to do so, we must end the investment in low priority and duplicative 
investment in IT. 

 

The Federal Government must focus on maximizing the return on American taxpayers’ 
investment in government IT by ensuring it drives efficiency throughout the Federal 
Government. In order to implement a number of current IT initiatives, Federal agencies 
have been charged with reviewing their respective IT investment portfolios to identify 
opportunities to consolidate the acquisition and management of commodity IT services, 
and increase the use of shared-service delivery models. 

 

This document discusses the value of a solution cartography in IT portfolio management which 
is based on business alignment. 

  

1 COBIT5 Version 2 ® - Framework, http://www.isaca.org/COBIT/Pages/default.aspx 
2 http://images.expertchoice.com/wp-content/uploads/ExpEng/xres/uploads/resource-center-

documents/NASA_casestudy.pdf 
3 https://cio.gov/drivingvalue/portfoliostat/ 
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1.1 Why should you read this document? 
This document describes the problems that many organisations and public administrations have 
related to the creation and maintenance of their solution cartography (a map of existing (IT-) 
solutions of an organisation, their characteristics and the connections between the different 
solutions). It describes the relation to application portfolio management, project portfolio 
management and IT portfolio management and gives a conclusion on the added value of a 
solution cartography in IT portfolio management. This document also provides information on 
the support that is given by ISA² in the form of the European Interoperability Reference 
Architecture (EIRA) and the Cartography Tool (CarTool). 

1.2 Structure of this document 
This document starts with definition of a “Solution Cartography” in Chapter two. The link of 
“Solution Cartography” to “Application Portfolio Management” is discussed as well as its relation 
to “IT Portfolio Management”. The chapter closes with a discussion on the value of a “Solution 
Cartography” in “IT Portfolio Management”. 

Chapter 3 discusses the tooling that is provided by ISA² to help you realising your solution 
cartography by proposing the European Interoperability Reference Architecture (EIRA) as 
reference architecture and the Cartography Tool (CarTool) which can be used to develop, query 
and maintain a solution cartography. 

The annexes provide additional information on IT portfolio management in relation to Enterprise 
Architecture, Service Management and IT Governance and also briefly examines how TOGAF or 
Zachman can be used in IT Portfolio Management. 

1.3 Target audience 
This document is targeted at Portfolio managers with a strong interest in Enterprise Architecture 
and Enterprise Architects that are interested in IT Portfolio Management and what the added 
value of a solution cartography in this domain is. 

The annexes contain references to other frameworks like IT4IT® (which heavily relies on 
Porters Value Chain), COBIT®, ITIL™, TOGAF® and Zachman Framework™ (Zachman 
International®), for which only a brief introduction is given, prior knowledge of those 
frameworks will help the reader better understand those annexes. 
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2 SOLUTION CARTOGRAPHY IN IT PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT 

IT portfolio management can benefit significantly when the ICT solutions it encompasses are 
approached as a well organised cartography of solutions. The purpose of this chapter is to 
explain what a “solution cartography” is, its link to “Application Portfolio Management” and its 
link to “IT Portfolio Management”. Once these concepts are defined, the value of a “Solution 
Cartography” in “IT Portfolio Management” is discussed. 

2.1 What is a “Solution Cartography”? 
The term ‘Solution Cartography’ is based on what is behind the idea of cartography, which is 
‘drawing maps’.  

 

A solution cartography is a map of existing (IT-) solutions of an organisation, their 
characteristics and the connections between the different solutions.  

 

For the purpose of this document, we consider the following terms to be identical: “Solution 
Cartography”, “Solution landscape”, “Application Landscape” and “Application Portfolio”.  

The characteristics per solution are captured for analysis purposes. A clear definition of 
reference data is necessary to consolidate application information from the analysis objectives. 
This ensures the repository of applications is managed consistently and it can include 
information such as: costs, risks, business processes, and business architecture. A simple 
structure of application information is necessary to perform future analysis and evaluation.4 

Application portfolio refers to an organization’s collection of software applications and software-
based services, which it uses to attain its goals or objectives. Managing these resources is often 
referred to as application portfolio management (APM).5 

2.2 What is “Application Portfolio Management”? 
The development of a solution cartography is not a one-time effort. Decisions will be based on 
the application landscape and therefore, this information needs to be accurate. Maintaining a 
solution cartography is a process of continuous improvement which falls under the responsibility 
of “Application Portfolio Management”.  

  

4 Turn Application Portfolio Management into a Governance Tools for the CIO – A Mega Whitepaper 
5 Techopedia - https://www.techopedia.com/definition/163/application-portfolio  
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This iterative and continuous process can be summarised as follows: 

 

1. Initiation 

a. Establish vision: identify the different stakeholders, the risks and expected 
short-term and long-term benefits of establishing application portfolio 
management. Promote technology and application standards as well as 
standardisation of interoperability specifications.  

b. Draw your solution cartography: Gather information and draw a 
comprehensive inventory of the existing solutions. 

2. Current state 

a. Evaluate, weigh actions for the purpose of optimisation: Evaluate the 
solutions in terms of business value (depending on business and strategy 
objectives) as well as the cost of maintenance and support. 

b. Draw roadmap: Examine the solution cartography and provide transition 
initiatives (introduction of new initiative, replacement of existing solutions, 
retirement of solutions or adaptation of existing solutions) which eventually will 
lead to one or more transition states. Typically only a small amount of the 
solutions will participate in the transition. 

3. Transition state 

a. Merge solutions (rationalisation): Redundant solutions that serve the same 
business goals might be merged into one new solution, or one of the solutions 
might be replaced by another. 

b. Sunset/retire obsolete solutions: Solutions have a limited lifespan and at a 
certain moment they become obsolete. It is necessary to remove those 
applications from the solution cartography so that the maintenance cycle, the 
hardware on which the solution runs and associated costs can be liberated. 

c. Introduce new solutions: Changing business, new legislation are examples of a 
need to new solutions which should be introduced in solution cartography.  

d. Update existing solutions: Similar to the introduction of new solutions, it might 
be desirable to update existing solutions. These updates should be reflected in the 
solution cartography as well. 
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4. Future state 

a. Update solution cartography: This is a natural outcome of the transition 
phase, but listed as a dedicated step here; it is paramount to have an updated 
version of the solution cartography. 

b. Update vision: Changes in business and legislation can have an impact on the 
solution cartography and can equally have an impact on the vision of the solution 
cartography which also needs to be maintained and updated. 

 

Note that the image above is highly simplified. The future state is always in motion, this 
simplified image suggests that the steps should be executed in sequence, but the vision and 
solution cartography will be continuously adapted, leading to an adapted current state and 
adapted future state after each modification. This limits the risk significantly by allowing smaller 
pieces of future state architectures to be implemented in a more agile way instead of going 
through a lengthy process.  

This change process provides a strong link to “Project Portfolio Management”, the discipline 
used by program and project managers that manages the processes, the methods and analyses 
the timing constraint and potential return on doing a project. 

 
Simon et al. (2010)6 state the following: 

 

“Application portfolio management” is the ongoing application of systematic and structured 
decision making processes to evaluate an organization's applications along various 
dimensions (from a business and a technical viewpoint), weigh various actions for the 
purpose of optimisation and implement appropriate actions to resolve identified issues and 
meet key enterprise objectives. 

 

The promise of Application Portfolio Management lies primarily in reducing the complexity of the 
application landscape and the associated costs and benefits, which is approached from a 
“holistic’ view.  

 

Erik van Ramshorst adds the following7:  

Completed projects deliver a new IT landscape, representing the new application 
portfolio. In other words, APM is the discipline that tries to justify the ‘value’ of 
applications where usually benefits are compared with the cost of maintenance and 
ongoing IT Portfolio Management. 

 

6 Simon, Fischbach & Schoder - Application Portfolio Management - An integrated framework and a software tool 
evaluation approach. Communications of the Association for Information Systems 

7 Application portfolio management from an enterprise architecture perspective - Master thesis - Erik van Ramshorst - 
Universiteit van Utrecht, 1st of July 2013. 
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2.3 What is “IT Portfolio Management”? 
 

Forrester, one of the leading firms in technology and market research, gives8 the following 
definition of IT portfolio management:  

 

“IT portfolio management” is the superset of the various portfolio management subspecialties 
required to develop, execute, and allocate the IT resources of the organization. 

 

Together, these subspecialties provide the information needed for ongoing management 
and optimization, providing information up and down the reporting structure and 
creating the feedback loops required for optimal performance. 

Within this context, IT portfolio management sits between the strategic planning 
functions and the project arbitration, project management, and project optimization 
processes. 

 

 

 
The definition given by Forrester focusses on the (sub-) disciplines of IT Portfolio Management. 
They position IT Portfolio Management as an umbrella discipline covering the following 
disciplines: 

 

• Project Portfolio Management 

• Application Portfolio Management 

• Infrastructure and IT asset Management 

  

8 Defining IT Portfolio Management by Chip Gliedman (Forrester Research)  
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The link to the goal of IT portfolio management is given by Lankhorst, Quartel and Steen. They 
mention9 the following: 

 

The core of “IT portfolio management” is the optimisation of IT investments in relation to 
their costs and benefits. 

 

IT portfolio management is the systematic management of elements such as 
applications, projects, services and infrastructure. IT portfolio management can be 
further differentiated into Application Portfolio Management (APM) and Project Portfolio 
Management (PPM)”. APM considers the need and value of current portfolio of IT assets 
in order to further align IT assets with business goals or other drivers. This can lead to 
decisions such as: to extend functionality, replace or eliminate a certain application. 
Second, this kind of decision making lead to a new proposal of a project or program, 
which needs to be assessed on its value and has to be fit in the project portfolio, for 
which PPM is used. 

 
Summarizing; IT Portfolio management can be seen as a combination of multiple disciplines 
(Project portfolio management, Application portfolio management and infrastructure and IT 
asset management) and acts as link between strategic planning (Enterprise Architecture, 
governance) and project optimisation processes with the goal of reducing costs, risks and 
increase benefits. 

  

9 Architecture-based IT portfolio valuation - Marc M. Lankhorst, Dick A.C. Quartel, Maarten W.A. Steen 
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2.4 What is the value of a Solution Cartography in IT Portfolio Management? 
Forrester found10 that many companies have problems with their application portfolio. They 
mention that for many companies it has become a voracious beast that devours all available 
resources and leaves little for new initiatives. The following warning signs have been identified: 

 

• The application portfolio cost too much and is the largest opportunity for cost reduction. 

• IT resource consumption isn’t transparent.  

• Bloated application portfolios are a drag on time-to-market. 

• IT organizations that fail to deliver will be relegated to the engine room or outsourced. 

 

Forrest mentions several steps that should be taken to tackle these problems. 

The first step is to create an inventory of solutions in the portfolio. An interesting choice is to 
decide which solutions will be included in the cartography, it is not necessary per sé to include 
all solutions. Some firms focus on the top core applications, while others insist that the 
inventory include all applications for a full picture of lights-on IT cost.11   

Metrics are needed to give meaning to the solutions in the cartography. Typical metrics include 
reusability, cost, owner, business criticality and business purpose. Other metrics might include 
number of users, type of applications etc. The maintenance of this cartography is done via 
application portfolio management, which goes further than maintenance of the cartography, it 
also includes the decision making processes on the purpose of optimisation and the 
implementation of the appropriate actions.  

 

  

10 Forrester, Phil Murphy, The Application Portfolio Management Landscape – Combine process and tools to tame the 
beast.  

11 Avoid a common pitfall as you begin an inventory by creating the definition of an application for the 
purposes of APM  

https://www.forrester.com/report/Define+Application+Based+On+Your+Context+To+Avoid+False+Starts+In+You
r+Rationalization+Efforts/-/E-RES58201?docid=58201&src=58633pdf  
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The typical actions for a solution in the cartography are mentioned in the lifecycle of application 
management and are the following: “do nothing”, “update”, “replace” or “retire”. The metrics 
that are used to drive these actions serve the following use cases12:  

 

• Solution Rationalisation / Consolidation: information on redundant or overlapping 
solutions and unjustified costs needs to be provided to make decisions on future changes 
in the solution cartography.  

• Enterprise Modernisation: Enterprise modernisation can have a significant impact on 
the long-term performance of a company. Benefits include the ability to reduce 
hardware, licensing, and maintenance costs, improve business agility, open up new 
business opportunities, and reduce risk associated with aging skills and technology. APM 
can help companies prioritize their existing assets to highlight those that could yield 
maximum returns with an enterprise modernization program. 

• Complexity reduction: information on the existing solutions, their purpose and their 
interaction with other solutions gives a better overview of the cartography and as such 
reduces the complexity.  

• SLA Optimisation: Better alignment of service level agreements (SLAs) with the 
business criticality of an application can help you optimize operational spending. 

• Improve estimations when developing new solutions: Insight in the solutions and 
the interactions with other solutions gives better insight in the complexity and as such 
serves as more accurate information when building new solutions that need to interact 
with existing solutions. Additionally, the identification of reusable solutions avoids 
duplication of solutions. 

 

The proposal for the actions come from the “Application Portfolio Management” discipline, the 
actions are executed using “Project Portfolio Management” which, together with “Application 
Portfolio Management” form the base of “IT Portfolio Management”. 

 

The added value of a solution cartography in IT Portfolio Management can be found in the 
following use-cases: 

• Solution rationalisation / consolidation 
• Enterprise Modernisation 
• Complexity reduction 
• SLA Optimisation 
• Improvement of estimations when developing new solutions 

12 • IBM - Make smarter decisions with Application Portfolio 
Managementhttps://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/blogs/invisiblethread/entry/enabling_smarter_decisi
ons?lang=en  
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3 HOW CAN ISA² HELP WITH DEFINING AND MAINTAINING A SOLUTION 

CARTOGRAPHY 

The ISA² programme supports the development of digital solutions that enable public 
administrations, businesses and citizens in Europe to benefit from interoperable cross-border 
and cross-sector public services. Solutions developed by ISA² and under its predecessor ISA are 
generally available for free.13 

 

ISA² proposes the European Interoperability Reference Architecture (EIRA) as base for 
designing and documenting interoperable solutions and provides tooling support, called the 
Cartography Tool (CarTool) to document solutions based on the EIRA, and query a 
cartography of solutions that use the EIRA as their reference architecture. 

 

The EIRA and the CarTool will be briefly explained in the next sections. 

3.1 The European Interoperability Reference Architecture 
This section describes the “European Interoperability Reference Architecture (EIRA)”14. 

 

The European Interoperability Reference Architecture (EIRA) is reference architecture for 
delivering interoperable digital public services across borders and sectors. It defines the 
required capabilities for promoting interoperability as a set of architecture building blocks 
(ABBs). 

 

As Mr. Raul Abril explains in a conversation with the Open Group15, the EIRA 

• implements the vision in the form of a reference architecture and a common framework 
for solution architects in the domain of interoperability to assist one of the major political 
priorities in the European Union; the creation of a digital single market, 

• is a controlled vocabulary which helps in providing a common understanding between 
two or more actors, 

• helps identifying interoperability specifications, based in open standards, which describe 
the interoperability aspects for specific building blocks within two solutions. 

 

The EIRA has four main characteristics: 

 

• Common terminology to achieve a minimum level of coordination: It provides a 
set of well-defined ABBs that provide a minimal common understanding of the most 

13 http://ec.europa.eu/isa  
14 https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/eia/  
15 https://blog.opengroup.org/2016/10/20/a-reference-architecture-for-interoperability-in-the-european-union-a-

conversation-with-raul-abril/ 
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important building blocks needed to build interoperable public services. The definition of 
those ABBs form a controlled vocabulary.16 

• Reference architecture for delivering digital public services: It offers a framework 
to categorise (re)usable solution building blocks (SBBs) of an e-Government solution. It 
allows portfolio managers to rationalise, manage and document their portfolio of 
solutions.   

• Technology- and product-neutral and a service-oriented architecture (SOA) 
style: The EIRA adopts a service-oriented architecture style and promotes ArchiMate as 
a modelling notation. In fact, the EIRA ABBs can be seen as an extension of the model 
concepts in ArchiMate®. 

• Alignment with EIF and TOGAF: The EIRA is aligned with the European 
Interoperability Framework (EIF)17 and complies with the context given in the European 
Interoperability Strategy (EIS)18. The views of the EIRA correspond to the 
interoperability levels in the EIF: legal, organisational, semantic and technical 
interoperability. Within The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF®)19 and the 
Enterprise Architecture Continuum, EIRA focuses on the architecture continuum. It re-
uses terminology and paradigms from TOGAF® such as architecture patterns, building 
blocks and views. 

 

The EIRA uses views to model the different aspects of interoperability. Although interoperability 
almost always involves exchanging data between ICT systems, interoperability is a wider 
concept and encompasses the ability of organisations to work together towards mutually 
beneficial and commonly agreed goals. The different views that are used to express this 
interoperability are “Legal view”, “Organisational view”, “Semantic view” and “Technical view”. 

  

16 https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/eia/taxonomy/EIRA_SKOS.rdf 
17 http://ec.europa.eu/isa/documents/isa_annex_ii_eif_en.pdf  
18 http://ec.europa.eu/isa/documents/isa_annex_i_eis_en.pdf  
19 TOGAF®: http://www.opengroup.org/subjectareas/enterprise/togaf  
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3.2 Using the CarTool  
The CarTool is a tool built by the European Commission’s ISA unit designed to provide support 
in using the European Interoperability Reference Architecture (EIRA) and accessing a portfolio 
(Cartography) of solutions that are documented using the EIRA. It is built as a plug-in for the 
popular open source ArchiMate® modelling tool Archi®, building upon its modelling capabilities 
and providing higher level EIRA support. The CarTool itself is open-source20 and distributed 
under the “ISA Product Non-Commercial Licence v1.3” licence21.  

 

The main purpose of the CarTool is to be instrumental in creating and maintaining a 
Cartography of solutions using the EIRA as its structure. 

 

The CarTool can be used by architects, analysts and portfolio managers in European and 
National public administrations for the following purposes: 

 

1. ICT solution development: to design new solutions based on the EIRA and its SATs, 
making use of existing, reusable solutions and proposed interoperability standards. 

2. New legislative proposals: to assess ICT implications of policy changes by searching 
related solutions in the solutions’ Cartography. 

3. Public procurement: to define tender specifications based on proposed standards, and 
use of specific building blocks. 

4. Portfolio management: to assist in managing and rationalising a solution portfolio, and 
comparing its solutions’ architectures. 

20 CarTool source repository: https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/CITnet/stash/projects/CARTOOL/repos/cartoolplugin/browse     
21 ISA Product Non-Commercial Licence v1.3: https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/eia/description  
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4 CONCLUSION 

Many companies struggle with their solution cartography (a map of existing (IT-) solutions of an 
organisation, their characteristics and the connections between the different solutions), also 
known under the term of application landscape or application cartography. Pressure from the 
business to “do more with less” is increasing while information on existing solutions is scattered, 
existing cartographies are often outdated, leading to unnecessary costs, redundant solutions 
and even incorrect decisions. 

4.1 The value of a solution cartography in IT portfolio management 
The added value of a solution cartography in IT Portfolio Management can be found in the 
following use-cases: 

 

• Solution rationalisation / consolidation 

• Enterprise Modernisation 

• Complexity reduction 

• SLA Optimisation 

• Improvement of estimations when developing new solutions 

 

Application Portfolio Management provides a comprehensive view on the existing deployed 
solutions, their connections as well as attributes like business value, costs, risk, and 
performance. Decisions on rationalisation efforts, retiring, updating or introducing new solutions 
can only be based on accurate information. The execution of these efforts are handled by 
Project Portfolio Management which, together with Application Portfolio Management, is one of 
the pillars of IT portfolio management. “IT portfolio management” is the superset of the various 
portfolio management subspecialties required to develop, execute, and allocate the IT resources 
of the organization. The core of “IT portfolio management” is the optimisation of IT investments 
in relation to their costs and benefits. 

4.2 4.2 How ISA² can help 
ISA² proposes the European Interoperability Reference Architecture (EIRA) as base for 
designing and documenting interoperable solutions and provides tooling support, called the 
Cartography Tool (CarTool) to document solutions based on the EIRA, and query a cartography 
of solutions that use the EIRA as their reference architecture. 

The European Interoperability Reference Architecture (EIRA) is reference architecture for 
delivering interoperable digital public services across borders and sectors. It defines the 
required capabilities for promoting interoperability as a set of architecture building blocks 
(ABBs). 

The main purpose of the CarTool is to be instrumental in creating and maintaining a 
Cartography of solutions using the EIRA as its structure. 
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5 GLOSSARY 

 

  

ADM Application Development Method 

APM Application Portfolio Management 

COBIT® Control Objectives for Information and Related Technologies 

EIRA European Interoperability Reference Architecture 

IT PM IT Portfolio Management  

IT PMO IT Project Management Office 

PPM Project Portfolio Management 

ROI Return on Investment 

TOGAF® The Open Group Architecture Framework 
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APPENDIX: THE ROLE OF ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE  
A solution cartography, the map of IT-solutions, is typically drawn by enterprise architects and 
is also known as an ‘application landscape’. The term ‘application landscape’ can be misleading 
however, since it may look like enterprise architecture focusses on the application domain only, 
which is not the case. Most frameworks used by enterprise architects mention the influence of 
the strategy, business, data integration and infrastructure, some add additional layers like 
processes and/or security.  

Zachman 
The Zachman Framework22 provides a formal and structured way of viewing and defining an 
enterprise by building an enterprise taxonomy. The framework provides a mapping of what is 
called the six W’s (what, where, who, when, why, how) to different perspectives 
(contextual/scope, conceptual, logical and physical being the most important). The framework is 
a matrix, consisting of six columns and six rows, which are created in combining two ideas: 

 

• Representations: rows, representing the different perspectives on a product of the 
different participants; 

• Descriptions/abstractions: columns, describing the product with different types, for 
different purposes, in different ways;  

 

When Zachman is describing architecture as “the set of descriptive representations”, he is 
referring to these two basic ideas, combined in the framework. 

 

22 https://www.zachman.com/about-the-zachman-framework  
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As such, the Zachman framework is an excellent tool to document an application landscape, the 
implementation of the matrix within a specific context builds an enterprise ontology. It is 
important to realise that the Zachman framework is relatively static and that there is no 
proposed process for changes in the ontology, other frameworks and guidelines are used for 
that purpose23. The Zachman Framework can lend itself to architectural change management 
via an iterative process that defines and redefines the content in each and every cell in the 
Zachman framework. 

 

The Open Group Architecture Framework 
The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF®) Application Development Method (ADM) is 
used by architects to develop a snapshot of the enterprise’s decision and their implementations 
at particular points in time. Each iteration of the ADM will populate an organization-specific 
landscape with all the architecture assets identified and leveraged through the process, 
including the final organization-specific architecture delivered. 

 
The main frameworks suggested to be coordinated with TOGAF® are: 

• Business Capability Management (Business Direction and Planning) that determines what 
business capabilities are required to deliver business value including the definition of 
return on investment and the requisite control/performance measures. 

23 John Zachman - "The Challenge is Change: A Management Paper" - http://www.ies.aust.com/papers/zachman2.htm  
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• Portfolio/Project Management Methods that determine how a company manages its 
change initiatives. 

• Operations Management Methods that describe how a company runs its day-to-day 
operations, including IT. 

• Solution Development Methods that formalize the way that business systems are 
delivered in accordance with the structures developed in the IT architecture. 

 

As illustrated, these frameworks are not discrete and there are significant overlaps between 
them and the Business Capability Management. The latter includes the delivery of performance 
measured business value. 

 

 

 
TOGAF® defines the following relationships to other frameworks and business planning 
activities: 24 

 

 

24 http://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf9-doc/arch/chap06.html 
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The enterprise architecture can be used to provide a structure for all of the corporate initiatives, 
the Portfolio Management Framework can be used to deliver the components of the 
architecture, and the Operations Management Framework supports incorporation of these new 
components within the corporate infrastructure. 

The business planners are present throughout the process and are in a position to support and 
enforce the architecture by retaining approval for resources at the various stages of planning 
and development. 

The solution development methodology is used within the Portfolio Management Framework to 
plan, create, and deliver the architectural components specified in the portfolio and project 
charters. These deliverables include, but are not exclusively, IT; for example, a new building, a 
new set of skills, production equipment, hiring, marketing, and so on. Enterprise architecture 
potentially provides the context for all enterprise activities. 
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APPENDIX: IT PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT FROM DIFFERENT ANGLES 

What is IT Portfolio Management from an “EA framework” point of 
view?  

 

The IT4IT® Reference Architecture prescribes holistic management of the business of IT with 
continuous insight and control, enabling Boundaryless Information Flow™ across the entire IT 
Value Chain which is based on Porters Value Chain25. 

The Open Group IT4IT® Reference Architecture standard comprises a reference architecture 
and a value chain-based operating model for managing the business of IT.  It provides 
prescriptive guidance on how to design, procure and implement the functionality needed to run 
IT. The end-to-end, ‘how to’ emphasis of the IT Value Chain and IT4IT® Reference Architecture 
also enables the state of services that IT delivers to be systematically tracked across the service 
lifecycle.26 

The IT4IT® introduction states that nowadays there is a tendency to treat the IT function as 
any other business function to achieve the same level of business discipline, predictability and 
efficiency. The “Service to Portfolio” (S2P) value stream (one of the four value streams) allows 
IT to contribute to business strategy and planning enabling IT alignment with business plans. 
The goal of the this value stream is to create an IT portfolio framework that allows IT 
organizations to optimize services provided to business by bringing together multiple functional 
areas. The value stream aims to provide holistic views of IT portfolio activities through data 
integrations within multiple areas of the IT portfolio. These views provide better understanding 
of the interrelationships among ITs many sub-domains, including the IT Project management 
Office (IT PMO), Enterprise Architecture, Application Management, IT Operations Management, 
and Information Security Management. The value stream provides a blueprint for optimizing 
service and investment IT Portfolio Management.  

 

The key value propositions for adopting the S2P Value Stream are: 

• Holistic IT portfolio view across the IT PMO and the Enterprise Architecture and Service 
Portfolio functional components 

• IT portfolio decisions based on business priorities 

• Accurate visibility of business and IT demand 

• IT portfolio data consistency 

• Service lifecycle tracking through conceptual, logical, and physical domains 

• Prioritized IT investment based on all IT portfolio facets including cost/value analysis, 
impacts on architecture, service roadmap, business priorities, etc. 

• Re-balance IT investments between strategic and operational demand 

• Solid communication with business stakeholders through roadmaps 

25 Porter, Michael E. (1985). Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining Superior Performance. New York.: Simon 
and Schuster. 

26 http://www.opengroup.org/IT4IT/overview  
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The following “Functional Components” are identified, components that play a key role in IT 
portfolio management according to IT4IT®:  

 

• Enterprise Architecture; Create and manage long-term IT investment and execution 
plan-of-action that are critical to business strategic objectives. 

• Policy; Manage creation, review, approval, and audit of all IT policies. 

• Proposal; Manage the portfolio of IT proposals that are proposed, approved, active, 
deferred, or rejected. This is the authoritative source for the list of IT proposals 
requested over a given time period that may result in the creation of Scope Agreements 
for projects. 

• Portfolio Demand; Log, maintain, and evaluate all demands (new service, enhancements, 
defects) coming into IT through a single funnel. Correlate incoming demand to similar 
existing demand or create new demand. The “single funnel” may be a virtual concept 
encompassing project ideation, service request management, Incident Management, 
continuous improvement, and other well-known demand channels. 

• Service Portfolio; Manage the portfolio of services in plan, transition, production, and 
retirement. Authoritative source for the list of services that IT delivers, has delivered in 
the past, or brokers to itself and business. Any IT service within the Service Portfolio 
functional component often corresponds to one or more entries in the Offer Catalogue. 

• IT Investment Portfolio; Its main purpose includes: 

o Manage the authoritative list of all IT investments. 

o Facilitate all activities required to effectively carry out forecasting and budgeting. 

o Facilitate proposal managers with guidelines and information (e.g., unit costs) to 
be followed while estimating costs of proposed IT Initiatives. 

o Establish a common governance and control mechanism for approval/rejections of 
any proposed IT Initiatives. 

The S2P Value Stream aims to provide holistic views of IT portfolio activities through data 
integrations within multiple areas of the IT portfolio, with a strong focus on the service portfolio. 

IT4IT® itself does not give a clear definition of the term “Service”, however. A whitepaper 
published by The Open Group gives the following definition of an “IT Service for the IT4IT® 
reference architecture”27, which acknowledges that even when agreeing on a specific definition, 
the IT industry will most likely continue to see services in the form of intangible 
goods/resources:  

 

An IT service is a performance or an act that applies computing and information 
management competencies or resources for the benefit of another party. Every IT 
service has three aspects:  

27 http://itsmf.cz/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Defining-IT-Service-for-the-IT4ITT-Reference-Architecture.pdf  
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o The service interaction (Human-to-Human, Machine-to-Machine or Human-to-
Machine) 

o The service offer (a consumable form of an available capability) 

o The service system (an integrated set of resources and perhaps other supporting 
capabilities, functioning as a single entity). 

Most IT organizations utilize an approach where services take the form of intangible 
goods/resources. This practice is deeply rooted in the IT industry and it will be difficult 
even for professionals who agree with the concepts above to use them consistently in all 
cases. 

 

The S2P Value Stream extends the best practices put forward by various authors and 
frameworks, including ISO/IEC28, the Capability Maturity Model Integration29 (CMMI30), AXELOS 
Ltd31 in its ITIL™ series on IT Service Management, ISACA32 in its COBIT®33 Framework, and 
others, by defining the technology components necessary to implement them. A range of 
organizational maturity is also accommodated by the S2P Value Stream34.  

Summarizing, the goal of the “Strategy to Portfolio” value stream allows IT to contribute to 
business strategy and planning by creating an IT portfolio framework that allows IT 
organisations to optimise services provided to the business by bringing together multiple 
functional areas.  

What is IT Portfolio Management from an “IT Services” point of 
view? 

ITIL™ is a set of IT Service Management practices that focuses on aligning IT services with the 
needs of business. 

Every organization delivers a service or product. For every service or product, the ITIL™ 
framework helps manage delivery, industrialization, support, and consumerization from 
inception to retirement. The five stages of the ITIL™ framework include: 

 

• Service Strategy  

• Service Design  

• Service Transition  

• Service Operation  

• Continual Service Improvement  

 

28 http://www.iso.org/  
29 CMMI steers improvement processes, and can be used to discuss the maturity of project portfolio management. It 

does not give a definition on portfolio management itself and as such is not included in this list. 
30 http://cmmiinstitute.com/  
31 https://www.axelos.com/  
32 https://www.isaca.org/  
33 http://www.isaca.org/COBIT/  
34 http://pubs.opengroup.org/it4it/refarch20/apdxa.html#_Toc431202808  
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The Service Portfolio, part of Service Catalogue Management, which is on its turn located in the 
Service Design stage, represents all the resources presently engaged or being released in 
various phases of the Service Lifecycle. Each phase requires resources for completion of 
projects, initiatives and contracts. This is a very important governance aspect of Service 
Portfolio Management (SPM). Entry, progress and exit are approved only with approved funding 
and a financial plan for recovering costs or showing profit as necessary. The Portfolio should 
have the right mix of services in the pipeline and catalogue to secure the financial viability of 
the service provider. The Service Catalogue is the only part of the Portfolio that recovers costs 
or earns profits. 

ITIL™ defines a Service as "a means of delivering value to customers by facilitating outcomes 
customers want to achieve without the ownership of specific costs and risks." In other words, 
when we do something for another party that gives them something they want or value, we're 
providing a service. Services are captured in a Service Catalogue.  

As described in section 4.1 of the ITIL™ V3 Service Design book35 and illustrated in the figure 
below, the service catalogue has two aspects:  

 

• Business Service Catalogue provides the service consumer view. It contains details of the 
services available to consumers and shows the relationships of the services to business 
units and business processes.  

• Technical Service Catalogue underpins the business service catalogue and provides the 
IT view. It shows the makeup of the services, including the relationships of the services 
to the enterprise infrastructure elements that support them. 

 

 

 

35 ITIL V3 Service Design, Book 2, Section 4.1, Published by TSO (The Stationery Office). Published for the Office of 
Government Commerce under license from the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, 2007 
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As presented in Service Strategy section 5.4, Service Portfolio Management is a dynamic and 
ongoing process set which includes 4 work methods: 

 

• Define: inventory services, ensure business cases and validated portfolio data. 

• Analyse: maximize portfolio value, align and prioritize and balance supply and demand 

• Approve: finalize proposed portfolio, authorize services and resources. 

• Charter: communicate decisions, allocate resources and charter services. 

 

In summary, SPM is about maximizing value while managing risks and costs. The value 
realization is derived from better service delivery and customer experiences. Through SPM, 
managers are better able to understand quality requirements and related delivery costs. They 
can then seek to reduce costs through alternative means while maintaining service quality. 

 

What is IT Portfolio Management from an “IT Governance” point of 
view?  

COBIT36 (Control Objectives for Information and Related Technologies) is a good-practice 
framework created by international professional association ISACA37 for information technology 
(IT) management and IT governance. COBIT provides an implementable "set of controls over 
information technology and organizes them around a logical framework of IT-related processes 
and enablers."38 The framework defines a set of generic processes for the management of IT, 
with each process defined together with process inputs and outputs, key process-activities, 
process objectives, performance measures and an elementary maturity model. COBIT also 
provides a set of recommended best practices for governance and control process of information 
systems and technology with the essence of aligning IT with business. The ultimate goals of 
using COBIT 5 are: “Benefits Realisation, Risk Optimisation and Resource Optimisation”. 

COBIT mentions portfolio management (APO05) as one of the 37 core processes and the fifth 
step of the “Align, Process and Organise” process which is required to manage and direct all IT 
resources in line with the business strategy and priorities to ensure optimal business value by 
working closely with the business to ensure transparency into39. It places the task under both 
“Strategic Management” and “Benefits Realisation”. The goal is to actively manage the portfolio 
to achieve strategic business objectives by identifying, defining, evaluating, prioritising, 
selecting, initiating, managing and controlling programmes.  

COBIT identifies the following practises in portfolio management: 

 

• Establish the target investment mix; review and ensure clarity of the enterprise and IT 
strategies and current services. Define an appropriate investment mix based on cost, 

36 http://www.isaca.org/COBIT  
37 http://www.isaca.org/  
38 Haes, S.D.; Grembergen, W.V. (2015). "Chapter 5: COBIT as a Framework for Enterprise Governance of IT". 

Springer. pp. 103–128. ISBN 9783319145471. 
39 http://www.cobit.nl/itmg-wp-content//COBIT-5%20overview.pdf 
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alignment with strategy, and financial measures such as cost and expected Return on 
Investment (ROI) over the full economic life cycle, degree of risk, and type of benefit for 
the programmes in the portfolio. Adjust the enterprise and IT strategies where 
necessary. 

• Determine the availability and sources of funds; determine potential sources of funds, 
different funding options and the implications of the funding source on the investment 
return expectations. 

• Evaluate and select programmes to fund; based on the overall investment portfolio mix 
requirements, evaluate and prioritise programme business cases, and decide on 
investment proposals. Allocate funds and initiate programmes. 

• Monitor, optimise and report on investment portfolio performance; on a regular basis, 
monitor and optimise the performance of the investment portfolio and individual 
programmes throughout the entire investment life cycle. 

• Maintain portfolios; maintain portfolios of investment programmes and projects, IT 
services and IT assets. 

 

Manage benefits achievement; Monitor the benefits of providing and maintaining appropriate IT 
services and capabilities, based on the agreed-on and current business case. 
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